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Abstract: Transported large wood (LW) in rivers may block at river infrastructures such as bridge
piers and pose an additional flood hazard. An improved process understanding of LW accumulations
at bridge piers is essential for a flood risk assessment. Therefore, we conducted a field study at
the River Glatt in Zurich (Switzerland) to analyze the LW accumulation process of single logs at
a circular bridge pier and to evaluate the results of previous flume experiments with respect to
potential scale effects. The field test demonstrated that the LW accumulation process can be described
by an impact, rotation, and separation phase. The LW accumulation was described by combining two
simplified equilibria of acting forces and moments, which are mainly a function of the pier diameter,
pier roughness, and flow properties. We applied the resulting analytic criterion to the field data and
demonstrated that the criterion can explain the behavior of 82% of the logs. In general, the field
observations confirmed previous results on the LW accumulation probability in the laboratory,
which supports the applicability of laboratory studies to investigate LW–structure interactions.

Keywords: accumulation probability; field tests; flood risk assessment; large wood (LW); river
engineering

1. Introduction

In forested river catchments, large wood (LW) may be entrained into the river due to
landslides, bank failure, snow avalanches, or other erosion processes [1]. LW is defined
as logs with a length ≥ 1.0 m and diameter ≥ 0.1 m [2]. During floods, the amount of
transported LW can exceed the transport capacity of a river section and pose an additional
flood hazard [1,3,4]. Specifically, LW may block at river infrastructures such as bridge
piers (Figure 1), leading to increased water levels and potential flooding, or structural risks.
The analysis of LW transport and accumulation processes, including the accumulation
probability of LW at bridge piers, is key to improve the flood hazard assessment. The LW
accumulation process has been investigated for different bridge types ranging from bridge
decks to individual bridge piers [5–18].

Focusing on bridge piers, the accumulation process of logjams has been described
by Panici and Almeida [12] to consist of three phases: unstable, stable, and critical. Using
physical model tests, they observed that a logjam grows until a critical stage is reached and
the logjam then separates from the pier and is transported downstream. According to field
tests by Lyn et al. [6] and physical model tests by Panici and Almeida [12], logjams at bridge
piers were more stable at lower flow velocities. The accumulation process of individual
logs (i.e., uncongested LW transport according to Braudrick et al. [19]) at bridge piers has
been investigated by Schalko et al. [20] for varying log geometries, pier characteristics, and
flow conditions. During their physical model tests, they observed that logs rotated along
the circular bridge pier and tended to resolve from the pier after reaching a critical log
position angle. This angle can be determined based on a simplified force balance assuming
that logs stay accumulated at a bridge pier given the acting hydraulic drag force is smaller
or equal to the reactive force, which is described by the friction force between the log and
the pier.
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The majority of recent studies on the LW accumulation process at bridge piers were
conducted using physical model tests with a model scale factor in the range of λ = 10
to 50 under Froude similitude. Thus, the resulting pier (subscript p) and log (subscript
L) Reynolds numbers, Rp = udp/ν and RL = uLL/ν with flow velocity u, pier diameter
dp, log length LL, and kinematic viscosity ν are in a different flow regime compared to
prototype conditions. This results in lower drag coefficients and affects the separation
point and the wake area in prototype [20]. In addition, the strength characteristics and
the Young’s modulus of the model logs may be overestimated as LW was modeled with
wooden dowels [20]. In prototype, transported logs may break or bend when hitting a pier,
thereby affecting the resulting LW accumulation process.

The limitations of physical model tests with respect to modeling LW and the flow
structures in the vicinity of the pier can have implications on the LW accumulation process
at bridge piers, affecting the resulting accumulation probability and the flood hazard assess-
ment. Therefore, we conducted field experiments at the River Glatt in Zurich, Switzerland
to validate the experimental results described in Schalko [16] and Schalko et al. [20] and
to ensure their applicability under prototype conditions. This paper aims to improve
the process understanding of the LW accumulation process at bridge piers, extend the
introduced force balance [20] to describe why logs accumulate at bridge piers, and discuss
potential model scale limitations.

Figure 1. Naturally formed LW accumulation at the test site (River Glatt) in February, 2021. Flow di-
rection from bottom to top.

2. Methods
2.1. Test Site

The field test was performed at the River Glatt in the city of Zurich, Switzerland
(47.41137 N, 8.57198 E). The River Glatt is a tributary of the High Rhine and originates in the
Lake Greifensee. It has a total length of 36 km, an average bed slope of 3‰, and a catchment
area of 417 km2. Its mean (subscript m) discharge at the test site is Qm = 4.4 m3/s [21]. The
test site (Figure 2a) is situated 8 km downstream of the Lake Greifensee. A circular concrete
bridge pier is located in the river centerline with a diameter of dp = 1.2 m. The River
Glatt has fixed banks at the test site and a mobile bed. It is characterized by a channelized
geometry with a river width of 12 m. During the field test, the flow conditions remained
relatively constant with a discharge Q = 8.4 m3/s in the morning and Q = 8.0 m3/s in the
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afternoon. For Q = 8.0 m3/s, a mean surface flow velocity of um = 0.88 m/s and a mean
water depth of hm = 0.73 m were measured 5 m upstream of the bridge pier (x = −5 m).
These values correspond to an approach flow Froude number of F = um/(ghm) = 0.3 with
the gravitational acceleration g. Nonuniform flow conditions are present due to a slight
left river bend. The surface velocity plot in Figure 3 illustrates that the streamwise surface
velocities at the bridge cross section are 43% higher towards the right bank than towards
the left bank (um,le f t = 0.72 m/s and um,right = 1.03 m/s at x = 0 m).

Figure 2. (a) Test site at the River Glatt with a log being placed upstream of the bridge pier by a
truck crane with discharge Q, log length LL, and pier diameter dp, and (b) log storage prior to the log
placement in the river.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. (a) Streamwise surface velocity u at the test site. Note that u is generally higher towards
the right bank than towards the left bank due to the slight left bend of the River Glatt. Vertical lines
illustrate location of lateral profiles. (b) Lateral profiles of u at distances of x = −5 m, x = −3 m and
x = 0 m from the upper edge of the pier.

2.2. Large Wood

A total of n = 55 natural wooden logs (Picea abies) were added to the River Glatt and
recorded by a camera for further evaluation. The logs were characterized by some irregular-
ities in shape (Figure 2b) and had a mean log length of LL = 4.0 m (±0.4 m), a mean log di-
ameter of dL = 0.20 m (±0.05 m), and a mean log density of ρL = 560 kg/m3 (±110 kg/m3)
(Table 1).
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Table 1. Mean, standard deviation, and extreme values of log length LL, log diameter dL, and log
density ρL of all tested logs (n = 55).

Mean Std. Dev. Minimum Maximum

LL [m] 4.0 0.4 3.0 5.5
dL [m] 0.20 0.05 0.12 0.42
ρL [kg/m3] 560 110 320 750

2.3. Test Procedure

The field test was performed similar to the model tests by Schalko et al. [20] to evaluate
the results. Single logs were added to the river 5 to 10 m upstream of the bridge pier using
a truck crane (Figure 2a). To study the maximum accumulation probability [20], each log
was added in such a way that it hit the bridge pier preferably centrically (eccentricity at
impact eimp = 0 m) and perpendicular to the main flow direction (yaw ϕ = 0°). As soon
as a log hit the pier, the duration until the log separated from the pier was measured
and defined as the accumulation time tacc. Logs that remained attached at the pier for
tacc ≥ 2 min (120 s) were counted as accumulated and then removed from the pier by the
truck crane. Logs that remained attached for tacc < 2 min were counted as not accumulated.
For additional analysis, the entire accumulation process was recorded on video using a
camera mounted on a tripod at the right river bank.

2.4. Video Analysis

The analysis of n = 55 videos included qualitative observations of the log movements
at the pier as well as both manual and automatic detection of the log rotation. The manual
detection was performed at the impact and separation points, which are defined as the
points in time when a log hit the pier and separated from it, respectively. At each point,
a snapshot was extracted from the video and the reference points P1 to P4 were manually
detected (Figure 4a). Based on the perspective transformation of the snapshot (Figure 4b),
which corrects the perspective distortion of the camera image, the log endpoints were
determined (P5 and P6). Using points P4 to P6, the log orientation (eccentricity e and yaw
ϕ) was then calculated through trigonometry (Figure 4c).

For selected logs, the log rotation was automatically detected. Snapshots were ex-
tracted from the video at a time interval of ∆t = 0.24 s between the impact and separation
points. This resulted in 500 snapshots per accumulated log (given tacc = 120 s). All ex-
tracted snapshots were perspectively transformed and cropped to a region of interest
(Figure 5a). Within the region of interest, the log was detected using histogram backpro-
jection (Figure 5b). This technique [22] allows to find regions of similar colors based on
the color histograms of the object one is looking for and the image region one is searching
in. The resulting image was dilated and a straight line was fitted to determine the yaw ϕ
(i.e., its orientation relative to the main flow direction; Figure 5c).

Figure 4. Manual detection of log orientation with (a) snapshot of log at impact point with reference points P1 to P4,
(b) perspective transformation of the snapshot, and (c) cropped section of the perspective transformation with manually
detected log endpoints (P5 and P6).
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Figure 5. Automatic detection of log orientation with (a) cropped section of a perspectively transformed snapshot, (b) log
detection using histogram backprojection, and (c) image dilation and fitting of a straight line to determine the yaw ϕ. Note
that the color of the log should be easily distinguishable from the color of the water that surrounds the log. Therefore, the
automatic detection was conducted for selected logs only.

Both the manual and automatic detection method rely on the perspective transforma-
tion of single frames. The perspective transformation was performed using two reference
points at the left river bank (P1 and P2) and two reference points at the pier (P3 and P4).
Whereas P1 and P2 are precisely defined by markers, P3 and P4 are less precisely defined
(Figure 4a) and introduce an error of ±5 % for lengths and ±5° for angles.

2.5. Surface Flow Field

The surface flow field around the bridge pier was measured using particle image
velocimetry (PIV). Two reference PIV measurements were conducted without log addition
(Figure 3) and two with a log accumulated at the bridge pier. During each measurement,
a video (1920× 1080 px2 at 25 fps) was recorded from a camera that was installed at the
right bank of the river. A video clip of 30 s (750 frames) was then processed in two steps:
First, the video frames were orthorectified on the basis of four ground reference points on
the river banks, resulting in a raster scale of 100 px/m. Second, the mean surface velocities
were determined using the MATLAB-based open source software PIVlab [23]. In the PIV-
algorithm, a Fast Fourier Transformation window deformation was applied on a final grid
of 32× 32 px2 with 50 % overlap, which led to a spatial resolution of 0.16 m. The error of
the resulting mean surface velocities was estimated to be lower than ±0.10 m/s.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. General Process Description

The accumulation process of a single log can be divided into the three characteristic
phases of impact, rotation, and separation (Figure 6). These phases can vary in their distinc-
tiveness depending on the shape of the log and its orientation during impact. For example,
a log that hit the pier centrically exhibited a longer rotation phase than a log that hit the
pier with a high eccentricity.

Initial log 
submergence

(1 s)

Accumulation

(1 s to days)

Impact point

(1/100 s)

Transition to free
floating

(1 s to 1 min)

Separation point

(1/100 s)

Free floating

(-)

Attachment DetachmentAccumulation

(infinitesimal) (infinitesimal)

Rotation phaseImpact phase Separation phase

Figure 6. Schematic overview of the accumulation process of a single log at a bridge pier with the three phases impact,
rotation, separation, and their subprocesses. The values in brackets indicate an approximate time-scale for the process
duration based on video observations.
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3.1.1. Impact Phase

The first phase of the accumulation process is the impact phase and covers the tran-
sition of a log from its free-floating state to its rotating state at the pier. It features two
characteristic subprocesses: the impact point and the initial log submergence. As both subpro-
cesses were quite short, the impact phase usually lasted for one to two seconds.

Impact point. The impact point was defined as the point in time when a free-floating
log hit the pier. Figure 7 illustrates the observed log orientation at the impact point
(subscript imp) by means of the eccentricity and yaw. The impact eccentricity eimp is
defined as the distance between the log center and the contact point between log and pier
along the log axis. Logs with a positive impact eccentricity eimp > 0 hit the pier with their
center on the left side of the pier, and logs with a negative eccentricity eimp < 0 hit the
pier with their center on the right side (in flow direction). The histogram of the impact
eccentricity eimp (Figure 7a) shows a Gaussian-shaped distribution with most logs in the
range of eimp = [−1.0, 1.0]m. Only a few logs hit the pier with a higher eccentricity. The
highest observed eccentricities were eimp = ±1.3 m. The histogram of the impact yaw ϕimp
(Figure 7b) illustrates a left skewed distribution with a maximum number of logs n at
ϕimp = 0°. Furthermore, Figure 7 shows that n = 22 logs were only observed to accumulate
given eimp = [−0.3,+0.8]m and ϕimp = [−25,+10] °.

(a) (b)

φ [°]

Figure 7. Histograms of (a) log impact eccentricity eimp and (b) impact yaw ϕimp.

Figure 8. Accumulation time tacc versus (a) impact eccentricity eimp and (b) impact yaw ϕimp for
accumulated and not accumulated logs.
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To study the effect of the log orientation in more detail, the accumulation time tacc was
plotted versus the eccentricity eimp (Figure 8a) and the yaw ϕimp (Figure 8b), respectively.
Figure 8a shows a clear dependency of tacc on eimp, as logs with eimp = [−0.1, 0.6]m were
observed to remain attached for a longer period than logs with an eccentricity outside this
interval. In contrast, the dependency of tacc on ϕimp is less clear (Figure 8b). Although the
longest accumulation times were observed for logs with ϕimp = [0, 10] °, some logs with
ϕimp = [−45,−30] ° exhibit surprisingly long accumulation times (up to tacc = 50 s) as well,
pointing at additional relevant processes that need to be considered.

Figure 8 further supports the introduced threshold time for the field test procedure.
As stated in the methods section, logs that remained attached for longer than tacc ≥ 120 s
were defined as accumulated. Figure 8 now illustrates a clear gap between logs with
accumulation times of tacc ≤ 70 s and tacc ≥ 120 s indicating that logs separated before
tacc = 120 s.

Initial log submergence. After the log impact on the pier, the log was observed to be
pushed under water for a very short time duration of about one second. This subprocess
is herein referred to as initial log submergence. Figure 9 shows a series of snapshots of
a pronounced initial log submergence. The pictured log hit the pier quite concentrically
with eimp = 0.17 m and perpendicular to the main flow direction with ϕimp = 5°. As a
result of the log’s impact on the pier (at time step t = 0.00 s), a water wave was generated
and spilled over the log (t = 0.12, 0.24 s). During the same time, the log changes its
vertical position from an emergent position (t = 0.00 s) to a partially submerged position
(t = 0.36 s and later) with water flowing over it. This process was observed mainly for logs
impacting centrically (eimp ≈ 0 m). Logs impacting eccentrically (eimp > 0.5 m) showed a
less pronounced initial submergence.

Figure 9. Snapshot series of an initial log submergence. After the log impact on the pier (t = 0.00 s), a water wave was
generated and spilled over the log (t = 0.12, 0.24 s) while the log changes its vertical position to a partially submerged
position (t = 0.36 s and later).

We hypothesize that the initial log submergence is accompanied by sudden changes
in the pressure distribution on the log. In its free-floating state, the log is subjected to a
hydrostatic pressure distribution, which suddenly changes at the impact point. The water
body upstream of the log is suddenly stopped, which leads to an increased pressure on
the upstream side of the log, while the pressure decreases on the downstream side of the
log. The increased pressure on the upstream side causes then the water to spill over the
log. Impacting centrically (eimp ≈ 0 m), a log stops a larger water body than impacting
eccentrically (e.g., eimp > 0.5 m), thus leading to a more pronounced initial submergence.
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3.1.2. Rotation Phase

The rotation phase represents the second phase of the accumulation process (Figure 6).
This phase begins just after the initial log submergence and lasts as long as the log keeps
rotating around the pier. While some logs rotated fast around the pier and eventually
separated from it, others rotated slowly to an equilibrium yaw and stayed attached (i.e., ac-
cumulated). Out of n = 55 recorded logs, n = 22 logs stayed attached to the pier for
tacc ≥ 120 s and were considered as accumulated logs, resulting in an accumulation proba-
bility of p = 22/55 = 0.40, i.e., 40 %. This value can be compared to the proposed design
equation for p by Schalko et al. [20] using a normalized LW probability factor LWp

p = e−12.7LWp (1)

and

LWp = xn

(
u2

o
2gLL

)0.43( dp

LL

)0.60

(2)

with xn = 1.00 for uncongested LW transport and the approach flow velocity uo. Applying
Equations (1) and (2), p = 0.44, i.e., 44 % and agrees well with the observed accumulation
probability of 40 %, confirming the applicability of the design equation by Schalko et al. [20]
under field conditions.

Log movement at the pier. During the rotation phase, different log movements were
observed that allow to classify the logs in four classes: NAC1, NAC2, AC1, and AC2.
While the two NAC-classes comprise all n = 33 not accumulated logs, the two AC-classes
comprise all n = 22 accumulated logs (Table 2 and Figure 10). A detailed list of the
classified logs can be found in Appendix A.

For the not accumulated logs, 82 % (n = 27 out of 33) can be classified as NAC1
logs. These logs were characterized by a fast and unidirectional rotation, i.e., they rotated
around the pier in the horizontal plane without changing their direction of rotation. Due to
their high rotation velocity, they separated after short accumulation times tacc = [1, 30] s.
In contrast to the NAC1 logs, NAC2 logs showed a significantly slower rotation velocity
and a bidirectional rotation, i.e., the logs changed their rotation direction at least once
during the rotation phase. As this rotation behaviour was mainly observed for accumulated
logs, it can be assumed that NAC2 logs were close to being accumulated at the pier. This is
also reflected in their rather long accumulation time of tacc = [50, 80] s.

For the accumulated logs, 77 % (n = 17 of 22) can be classified as AC1 logs. These logs
were characterized by a slow and bidirectional rotation. After their impact and initial
submergence, they rotated from their impact yaw ϕimp towards an equilibrium (subscript
equ) yaw in the range of |ϕequ| = [20, 70] ° (Figure 10c) and kept rotating around ϕequ.
However, n = 5 accumulated logs showed a distinctively different behavior than the AC1
logs and were classified as AC2 logs. These logs impacted with |ϕimp| = [0, 15] ° and
remained in an equilibrium yaw close to their impact yaw ϕequ ≈ ϕimp. AC2 logs often
remained completely submerged after their initial submergence. Due to their submergence,
they exhibited stronger hydraulic drag forces than AC1 logs as well as oscillations at the
pier, i.e., rotation in the vertical and horizontal direction with abrupt changes in rotation
direction and velocity.

In Figure 11, the log rotation is illustrated for n = 9 selected AC1 logs. The logs
impacted with ϕimp = [−20, 20]° and subsequently rotated towards more extreme yaws
with ϕmin = −53° and ϕmax = 57°. Most of the logs reached ϕequ after tacc = 40 s.
They then kept rotating bidirectionally around ϕequ until the end of the observation period
at tacc = 120 s.

To evaluate if the log rotation is influenced by the vortex shedding frequency at the
cylindrical pier fp, the frequency of the log rotation fL was analyzed for tacc = [40, 120] s
and compared to the literature. According to Achenbach and Heinecke [24] a Strouhal
number of S = 0.26 can be assumed for a cylindrical pier with a Reynolds number of
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R = uo,mdp/ν = 106, with the kinematic viscosity ν and a relative roughness coefficient
ks/dp = 0.8 × 10−3 (ks ≈ 1 mm). The vortex shedding frequency at the pier resulted
in fp = uo,mS/dp = 0.19 Hz (with period Tp = 1/ fp = 5.3 s). However, the logs were
observed to rotate with fL ≈ [0.05, 0.10]Hz, not indicating a correlation between the log
rotation frequency and the vortex shedding frequency of the pier.

Table 2. Observed movements of accumulated (AC1, AC2) and not accumulated logs (NAC1, NAC2) during rotation phase.

Not Accumulated Logs Accumulated Logs

Class NAC1 NAC2 AC1 AC2
n [-] 27 6 17 5

Rotation Fast, unidirectional Slow, bidirectional Slow, bidirectional No
Oscillations No No No Yes
Submergence in rare cases in rare cases partially often completely
|ϕsep| [°] [45, 80] [50, 80] - -
|ϕequ| [°] - - [20, 70] [0, 15]
tacc [s] [1, 30] [20, 70] ≥120 ≥120

φ
imp
[°] φ

sep
, [°]φ

equ

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 10. Histograms of (a) impact eccentricity eimp, (b) impact yaw ϕimp, and (c) final yaws at separation point ϕsep

(NAC logs) or in equilibrium ϕequ (AC logs); the dotted lines indicate the critical yaw ϕcr = ±42°.

Figure 11. Log rotation of selected n = 9 AC1 logs during their rotation phase at the pier.
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Log-induced changes in the flow field. A log accumulation at a bridge pier reduces
the open flow cross section and will affect the flow conditions in the vicinity of the bridge
pier. The surface flow field is illustrated in Figure 12 for two logs (log #7 and #22). The logs
were accumulated at ϕ ≈ 45° (log #7) and ϕ ≈ −15° (log #22) and can be characterized
as AC1 and AC2, respectively. Both logs led to small surface velocities in the range of
u = [0, 0.2]m/s directly up- and downstream of the log. The logs’ influence on the flow
field is also reflected in the cross-sectional averaged velocity ū (Table 3). At the pier cross
section (x = 0 m), both logs reduced the surface velocities compared to the reference flow
field with no log accumulated at the bridge pier. Log #22 reduced ū by 36 % due to its
orientation almost perpendicular to the main flow direction, thereby blocking a larger
flow cross section. In comparison, log #7 reduced ū by 16 % with its yaw of ϕ ≈ 45°.
One meter upstream of the pier (x = −1 m), the influence of log #22 was not present
anymore (Figure 12c), while log #7 still showed a significantly reduced flow velocity 14 %
compared to the reference flow field. At x = −5 m, the effect of a log accumulation on
the surface flow field was not observed anymore. The log accumulation also affected the
downstream flow conditions. Two meters downstream of the pier (x = 2 m), the surface
velocities were reduced by 25 % (log #7) and 30 % (log #22), respectively, compared to the
reference flow field. Based on Figure 12a,c in comparison to Figure 3, it can be assumed
that the logs affected the flow conditions even further downstream.

Figure 12. Streamwise surface velocity u in the vicinity of the pier for (a) log #7 with ϕ ≈ 45°, (c) log #22 with ϕ ≈ −15°
accumulated at the pier, and snapshots of (b) log #7 and (d) log #22 during PIV measurement.
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Table 3. Cross-sectional averaged streamwise surface velocity ū [m/s] for AC1 and AC2 logs shown
in Figure 12. The reference without a log accumulated at the pier is shown in Figure 3.

x = −5 m x = −1 m x = 0 m x = 2 m

No log (reference) 0.88 0.81 0.73 0.77
Log #7 with ϕ ≈ 45° 0.83 0.70 a 0.61 a 0.58
Log #22 with ϕ ≈ 0° 0.86 0.77 0.47 a 0.54

a Note that the log intersects with the cross-section.

3.1.3. Separation Phase

The separation phase represents the third phase of the accumulation process. It starts
at the separation point, defined as the point in time, when the log movements indicated
first signs of separation from the pier. The most common signs of separation were sliding-
movements of the log on the pier, suggesting that the static friction force between log and
pier is smaller than hydraulic force pushing the log downstream (Figure 13). Such sliding-
movements were only present when the log was separating and not during the rotation
phase, which simplified the identification of the separation point.

After the initiation of the separation phase, the log remained in contact with the pier
for a few seconds. The log was still sliding on and rotating around the pier, and thus
its movements were still influenced by the pier. Once the log has rotated far enough
around the pier, it lost its contact with the pier and the transition to the free-floating state
was completed.

To better understand why a log separated from the pier or not, the log orientation at
the separation point was examined in more detail. Schalko [18] described a critical yaw
angle ϕcr at which FFriction equals the parallel component of the hydraulic drag force F‖,
which pushes the log tangentially along the pier. For |ϕ| < ϕcr, FFriction is larger than
F‖ and the log remains accumulated. For |ϕ| > ϕcr, FFriction is smaller than F‖ and the
log separates. The critical yaw ϕcr depends solely on the static friction coefficient µ with
ϕcr = ± arctan(µ), see detailed derivation in Section 3.2. Given a static friction coefficient
for wood on concrete surfaces of µ = 0.9 [25], ϕcr = ±42° can be expected for the field test.
Logs with −42° ≤ ϕ ≤ 42° are expected to remain accumulated, while logs with |ϕ| > 42°
are expected to separate from the pier. According to Figure 10c, the observed yaws for not
accumulated logs at the separation point ϕsep were consistently greater than the critical
value |ϕsep| > ϕcr, which is in agreement with the theory [18]. In addition, no separation of
logs was observed for |ϕ| < ϕcr (Figure 10c). However, some logs remained accumulated
with |ϕequ| > ϕcr, where FFriction is supposed to be not sufficient to hold the log at the
pier. This behavior was also observed in the flume experiments [18] and may be explained
by local irregularities (e.g., bark, knotholes, or other geometrical irregularities) that favor
the accumulation.

3.2. Formulation of a Static Accumulation Criterion

The observations suggest that the log orientation at the impact point influences
whether a log remains accumulated or separates (Figure 10). To explain this relation,
an analytic criterion was derived based on simplified equilibria of forces and moments.

Definition of the acting forces. The accumulation criterion is based on a simple force
system (Figure 13). This force system was first introduced by Schalko [18] for uniform flow
velocities u = u1 = u2 and herein adapted for nonuniform flow velocities with u1 6= u2, i.e.,
different flow velocities on the left and right side of the pier. The flow velocities u1 and u2
are defined as the mean average streamwise flow velocity at the pier cross section (x = 0) at
y = [0, 2]m for u1 and at y = [−2, 0]m for u2. Thus, a log with LL = 4.0 m, eimp = 0 m, and
ϕimp =0° would experience u1 and u2. The flow velocities ui lead to different hydraulic
drag forces on the respective part of the log, which can be defined as Fi = ρwCd Apr,iu2

i /2,
with water density ρw, drag coefficient Cd, projected area Apr,i, and subscript i denoting the
respective part of the pier. A log remains accumulated as long as the parallel component of
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Figure 13. Definition sketch of the acting forces on a log with eccentricity e and yaw ϕ.

the total hydraulic drag force acting on the log F‖ = F1,‖ + F2,‖ is smaller than the friction
force between the log and the pier FFriction = µF⊥, with the static friction coefficient µ and
the component of the total hydraulic drag force perpendicular to the log F⊥ = F1,⊥ + F2,⊥
(Figure 13). Any other processes such as dynamic components of the system, turbulent
fluctuations, or a changing flow field are neglected in this approach.

Equilibrium of forces. The equilibrium of forces is set up at the contact point between
the log and the pier. At this point, FFriction must be equal to (or greater than) F‖ to hold the
log at the pier.

FFriction = F‖ (3)

with

FFriction = µ cos |ϕ|(F1 + F2) (4)

F‖ = sin |ϕ|(F1 + F2) (5)

By substituting Equations (4) and (5) into Equation (3), the critical yaw ϕcr can be
determined for which FFriction is just large enough to compensate the hydraulic drag force F‖

ϕcr = ± arctan µ (6)

Thus, ϕcr is solely dependent on the static friction coefficient µ and results in ϕcr = ±42°
from µ = 0.9 (wood on concrete) [25]. However, the exact value of µ is uncertain and as-
sumed to lie between 0.5 and 1.1 [26]. This results in ϕcr = ±[27°, 48°]. The resulting range
−ϕcr < ϕ < +ϕcr is illustrated by the blue area in Figure 14a and describes where a log can
accumulate at the pier. Figure 14a further shows how far a log can rotate at the pier before
it must separate. If a log impacts with ϕimp it can rotate for ∆s− = πdp

(
−ϕcr − ϕimp

)
/360°

in the negative yaw direction or for ∆s+ = πdp
(

ϕcr − ϕimp
)
/360° in the positive yaw direc-

tion. Thus, ∆s− and ∆s+ represent the maximum available distances a log can rotate before
it separates from the pier. The longer ∆s− and ∆s+, the more likely will a log accumulate
at the pier. As ∆s− and ∆s+ are functions of dp and µ, a log is more likely to accumulate if
dp and µ are high. This relationship confirms the findings by Schalko [18].
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Figure 14. (a) Sketch of the critical yaw for ϕcr = ±42°. Logs can only accumulate if they impact
with a yaw between −ϕcr < ϕimp < +ϕcr (blue area) and do not rotate further than ∆s− or ∆s+,
respectively. (b) Illustration of the rotation of a log from its eccentricity eimp at the impact point to the
equilibrium eccentricity eequ with ∆e = eimp − eequ.

Equilibrium of moments. The equilibrium of moments is also defined at the contact
point between the log and the pier. The acting moments can be written as |Mi| = 1

2 Lpr,iFi
and thus the equilibrium is

1
2

Lpr,1F1 =
1
2

Lpr,2F2 (7)

with

Fi = ρwCdLpr,idL
u2

i
2

(8)

Lpr,1 = (
LL
2
− e) cos ϕ (9)

Lpr,2 = (
LL
2

+ e) cos ϕ (10)

By applying Equations (8)–(10), Equation (7) can be solved to determine the equilib-
rium eccentricity eequ for which the moments are in an equilibrium and thus the log does
not rotate around the pier

eequ = LL

(
1
2
− u2

u1 + u2

)
(11)

Therefore, eequ is solely dependent on the log length LL and the velocities u1 and u2.
For the field conditions with LL = 4.0 m, u1 = 0.72 m/s, and u2 = 0.63 m/s the equilibrium
eccentricity equals to eequ = 0.13 (±0.03) m. Thus, if a log hits the pier with eimp = eequ it
will remain accumulated (Figure 10a). If a log hits the pier with eimp 6= eequ, the log will
start to rotate around the pier. As a result of the rotation, the contact point between log and
pier moves along the pier and changes the eccentricity of the log. To reach the equilibrium
of moments eequ, the log has to rotate along a required distance of ∆e = eimp − eequ on the
pier (Figure 14b).

Combination of the equilibria of forces and moments. The equilibria of forces and
moments result in rotation distances around the pier that describe the accumulation process,
namely, a required distance ∆e and two maximum available distances ∆s− and ∆s+. If ∆e is
in the range of ∆s− and ∆s+, a log can reach its equilibrium eccentricity without separating
from the pier. Thus, the log will accumulate if the following criterion is fulfilled
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∆s− ≤ ∆e ≤ ∆s+ (12)

The criterion can be written explicitly as two constraints:

eimp ≤
(
+ arctan µ− ϕimp

) πdp

360°
+ LL

(
1
2
− u2

u1 + u2

)
(13)

eimp ≥
(
− arctan µ− ϕimp

) πdp

360°
+ LL

(
1
2
− u2

u1 + u2

)
(14)

and is valid for

ϕimp ∈ [− arctan µ,+ arctan µ] (15)

The criterion states that the log accumulation at a circular pier depends on the log’s
orientation at the impact (eccentricity eimp and yaw ϕimp) and its dimension (log length LL)
as well as the pier characteristics (diameter dp and friction coefficient µ) and the hydraulics
around the pier (flow velocities u1 and u2). This confirms the governing parameters defined
during physical model tests by Schalko et al. [20]. The accumulation criterion is plotted
in Figure 15 and compared to the measured values of eimp and ϕimp. The plot shows that
95 % (n = 21 of 22) of the observed accumulated logs (AC1 and AC2) are within the range
of ∆s− ≤ ∆e ≤ ∆s+, while 89 % (n = 24 of 27) of the NAC1 logs lie outside the range
(given µ = 0.9). Thus, the accumulation criterion predicts the accumulation behavior
of AC1, AC2, and NAC1 logs very well. In contrast, the accumulation behavior of all
n = 6 NAC2 was predicted incorrectly as these logs were not observed to accumulate
(given µ = 0.9). While the fact that they lie within the range of ∆s− ≤ ∆e ≤ ∆s+ explains
why they exhibited a very similar behavior as AC1 logs (slow and bidirectional rotation)
and comparably long accumulation times tacc = [20, 70] s (Table 2), their separation from
the pier cannot be explained by the criterion.

The comparison of the accumulation criterion with the field test data shows that the
criterion can explain the behaviour of 82% of the cases (n = 45 out of 55). Furthermore,
the criterion is consistent with laboratory investigations that showed that increasing pier
diameter dp and friction coefficient µ lead to higher accumulation probability [18,20].

In contrast to previous laboratory experiments under uniform flow velocities u =
u1 = u2, the novel criterion also takes into account nonuniform flow velocities u1 6= u2.
The criterion shows that under nonuniform conditions only the equilibrium eccentricity
eequ changes. The accumulation criterion is astatic approach and some effects that were
observed in the laboratory cannot be explained by the criterion. For example, in the
laboratory experiments it was found that the log length and the flow velocity have a
governing effect on the accumulation probability [20], but this is not fully reflected by the
accumulation criterion. While the log length and the flow velocities are parameters of the
criterion, higher flow velocities do not affect the accumulation process according to the
criterion. Furthermore, it can be hypothesized that additional factors such as the log shape
(e.g., bent logs), irregularities on the log surface (roughness, bark, and knotholes), as well
as turbulent flow features play a role in the accumulation process that cannot be captured
by this static approach.

We assume that the influence of the log length and the flow velocity may be explained
by a dynamic model approach. By analyzing the sum of moments Mtot = M1 + M2 and
the log’s moment of inertia IA at the contact point, it can be deduced that the angular
acceleration dϕ/dt2 = Mtot/IA is proportional to the velocity u2 and inversely proportional
to L2

L. However, this has not been investigated in depth because the field data are not
sufficient to account for different log lengths and flow velocities. The dynamic relationship
between log length, flow velocity, and accumulation probability would require further
investigation.
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Figure 15. Comparison of the measured log orientation (ϕimp and eimp) with the accumulation
criterion ∆s− ≤ ∆e ≤ ∆s+. A total of 95 % of the observed accumulated logs (AC1 and AC2) lie
within the predicted range, while 89 % of the NAC1 logs lie outside the range. The n = 6 NAC2 logs
are poorly predicted by the criterion. The criterion was evaluated with µ = 0.9 and the gray areas
reflect the uncertainty in µ ranging from 0.5 to 1.1 [26]. Error bars of ±0.05eimp + 0.1 m (position
accuracy of P3) for eimp and ±5° for ϕimp are plotted in gray.

4. Conclusions and Outlook

A field test at the River Glatt (Zurich, Switzerland) was conducted to improve the
process understanding of LW accumulations at a bridge pier and to evaluate the upscaling
of existing flume experiments [20]. The field test demonstrated that the LW accumulation
process can be described by three phases: the impact phase, rotation phase, and the
separation phase. By combining a simplified equilibria of acting forces and moments,
we derived an analytic criterion to describe why a log may accumulate at a bridge pier
or not. The existing simplified force system by Schalko [18] was extended to account for
nonuniform flow conditions. Based on the force system, a log remains accumulated if
the parallel component of the total hydraulic drag force is greater than the friction force
between the log and the pier. The resulting critical yaw ϕcr of the log for which the friction
force is just large enough to compensate the hydraulic drag force is a function of the static
friction coefficient µ. The maximum distance ∆s a log can rotate along the pier before
separation is increasing with pier diameter dp and friction coefficient µ, thereby increasing
the accumulation probability p and confirming previous laboratory investigations [20].
Based on the equilibria of moments, the eccentricity for which a log is in equilibrium eimp
and does not rotate around the pier is governed by the log length LL and flow velocities u.
We applied the analytic criterion to the field data and demonstrated that it can explain the
behavior of 82% of the logs. In addition, the design equation to estimate the accumulation
probability p at a single bridge pier by Schalko et al. [20] was applied to the field conditions
and validated by the observed accumulation probability (i.e., p = 44% compared to 40%),
thereby confirming the applicability of the design equation by Schalko et al. [20] under
prototype conditions. In addition, potential scale effects due to the lower drag coefficients
for prototype conditions did not affect the resulting accumulation probability p. The
similar observations and results between the field and laboratory further highlight the
applicability of laboratory studies to investigate LW processes and in particular LW–
structure interactions.
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The presented accumulation criterion is characterized by a static approach. We hypoth-
esize that the effect of the log length LL and flow velocity u may only be fully explained by
a dynamic model approach. To further improve the process understanding of LW–structure
interactions, additional field tests are required with an extended parameter range consisting
of various LW characteristics (i.e., log length, log diameter, irregular logs, and varying
decomposition) and flow conditions as well as more detailed analyses of the log movement
at the pier.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations and notation are used in this manuscript:
LW Large Wood
PIV Particle Image Velocimetry
Notation
A area [m2]
Cd drag coefficient [-]
d diameter [m]
e eccentricity [m]
∆e required distance [m]
f frequency [Hz]
fp vortex shedding frequency at the pier [Hz]
fL frequency of log rotation [Hz]
F Froude number [-]
F hydraulic drag force [N]
F‖ parallel component of hydraulic drag [N]
F⊥ perpendicular component of hydraulic drag force [N]
FFriction friction force [N]
g gravitational acceleration [m/s2]
h water depth [m]
IA moment of inertia [kgm2]
ks equivalent sand roughness [m]
L length [m]
LWp normalized large wood probability factor [-]
M moment of force [Nm]
n number of logs [-]
p accumulation probability [-]
Q discharge [m3/s]
R Reynolds number [-]
S Strouhal number [-]
∆s+ rotation distance in positive yaw direction [m]
∆s− rotation distance in negative yaw direction [m]
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t time [s]
tacc accumulation time [min]
T period [s]
u flow velocity [m/s]
x width coordinate [m]
y length coordinate [m]
Greek letters
λ model scale factor [-]
µ static friction coefficient [-]
ν kinematic viscosity [m2/s]
ρw water density [kg/m3]
ρL log density [kg/m3]
ϕ yaw [°]
Subscripts
cr critical
equ equilibrium
i side of the pier
imp impact point
L log
m mean
max maximal
min minimal
o upstream
p pier
pr projected
sep separation point
tot total
w water

Appendix A. Field Data

Table A1 lists the field data of all n = 55 logs.

Table A1. List of all n = 55 logs with the observation parameters and their classification as AC1, AC2,
NAC1, or NAC2 log.

Log # eimp ϕimp ϕsep ϕequ tacc Class(m) (°) (°) (°) (s)

1 0.4 −11 −3 120 AC2
2 0.0 7 54 120 AC1
3 0.6 −42 −73 45 NAC2
4 −1.0 −28 −65 0 NAC1
5 −1.3 12 −75 7 NAC1
6 0.0 9 −51 31 NAC2
7 0.4 3 48 120 AC1
8 −0.5 −4 −80 7 NAC1
9 1.3 −1 59 4 NAC1
10 0.4 −4 62 11 NAC1
11 0.6 −23 −29 120 AC1
12 −1.0 −27 −47 0 NAC1
13 −0.8 −13 −72 2 NAC1
14 0.7 −7 55 14 NAC1
15 −0.2 −22 −75 7 NAC1
16 0.2 −12 −23 120 AC1
17 −0.3 −8 −73 10 NAC1
18 0.5 2 51 70 NAC2
19 0.7 9 55 8 NAC1
20 0.7 −1 56 5 NAC1
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Table A1. Cont.

Log # eimp ϕimp ϕsep ϕequ tacc Class(m) (°) (°) (°) (s)

21 0.1 8 −45 120 AC1
22 0.5 −19 −14 120 AC2
23 0.8 −2 51 120 AC1
24 0.1 −29 −74 27 NAC2
25 0.5 8 58 14 NAC1
26 0.6 0 61 31 NAC1
27 0.2 5 5 120 AC2
28 −0.2 8 0 120 AC2
29 0.4 18 62 19 NAC1
30 0.9 −16 58 12 NAC1
31 −0.3 9 −50 120 AC1
32 0.0 5 −50 120 AC1
33 0.7 −8 61 15 NAC1
34 −0.2 −8 −1 120 AC2
35 0.5 6 58 120 AC1
36 0.5 −15 53 120 AC1
37 0.1 0 −25 120 AC1
38 −0.6 −4 −72 9 NAC1
39 0.3 −2 24 120 AC1
40 −0.2 −15 −74 8 NAC1
41 0.4 13 62 23 NAC1
42 0.3 −25 −70 120 AC1
43 −0.6 −2 −80 17 NAC1
44 0.6 −4 51 120 AC1
45 0.2 −31 −72 21 NAC2
46 0.3 −11 32 120 AC1
47 0.6 −3 64 11 NAC1
48 1.3 −41 59 13 NAC1
49 −0.9 −20 −69 1 NAC1
50 0.5 7 61 18 NAC1
51 0.0 −3 −40 120 AC1
52 −0.5 5 -74 15 NAC1
53 −0.5 2 −74 8 NAC1
54 −0.1 −1 −81 42 NAC2
55 0.1 4 −37 120 AC1
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